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ABOUT WEAVE

Weave is a storytelling game that can be pulled off the shelf and played 
immediately on any game night or played again and again to tell an epic story. 
To play, you’ll need Weave’s Story and Challenge cards, dice, and companion app. 
From within the Weave app, you can browse a diverse library of themed playsets; 
the app will scan Story cards and present character creation and story elements 
customized for the playset you choose. Using roleplaying, imagination, and the 
components of the game, you can explore multiple worlds and tell countless stories 
each time you play.

One ruleset, one set of cards, unlimited adventures.

Weave 2019.1 is a new edition of the Weave ruleset that clarifies and streamlines 
rules from 2018 versions and offers an experience with more mechanical depth 
and storytelling opportunities. The Weave 2019 rules updates will be made on 
a rolling basis in tandem with Weave app updates and new content releases. 
Notable updates to the current version include types of mechanics, Core Challenges, 
character leveling, epic passes or fails, encounter structure, and some name changes.

TIPS
This is an interactive PDF. You can click on 
the right navigation to jump around the 
document.
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WEAVE SETUP

CREATING A NEW SEASON

A season is a series of episodes that build up to an epic conclusion–just like TV 
shows. Seasons are comparable to campaigns in tabletop role playing games. 
There’s no limit on how long a season runs. Depending on what best suits the story, 
it could be four episodes or 400.

SEASONS AND EPISODES
An episode is a single session of the overarching season. Each episode has its own 
conflicts and resolutions while building up a larger narrative across a season. While 
Story cards can help provide direction, the narrative of each episode is ultimately up 
to the storyteller and players.

STARTING A SEASON
To begin a new season as the storyteller, select a playset from the playsets menu. 
Separately shuffle both the Challenge deck and the Story deck, then follow the 
prompts to scan in three Story cards drawn from the Story deck. These will give you 
options for the Theme, Location, and Boss for your first episode.

Once you have scanned each card, selected qualities from them, and named your 
new season, you will be taken to the home screen. Here, the new season will be 
displayed at the top of the list. Tapping on the season will take you to the current 
episode with a Theme, Location, and Boss each listed in the timeline.

CREATING MORE EPISODES
The storyteller can scan in more cards for new episodes play by selecting “New 
Episode” from the menu. This will clear all the story elements from the previous 
episode, allowing the storyteller to scan in new qualities. As your season goes on, 
you’ll want to avoid reusing Themes, Locations, and Bosses from past episodes, 
unless the story calls for it.

When starting a season, you may choose to scan 
options for the overall narrative before scanning in 

the options for individual episodes. If you prefer more 
planning before running an episode, you can scan 
multiple cards ahead of time and experiment with 

different combinations.

CREATING SEASONS
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QUALITIES OF A SEASON

These three qualities–Theme, Location, and Boss–can create the narrative foundation 
for each season and for the individual episodes within them. Storytellers can weave 
these qualities into countless stories by interpreting them and applying them as a 
unique narrative for the players to experience.

THEME
Themes suggest a plot for the episode, but are intended to be open to 
interpretation. The storyteller chooses how to implement a Theme, and it’s up to the 
players to determine how to navigate and address the Theme.

LOCATION
A Location can appear anywhere over the course of the episode. It is usually 
a setting where the game starts or ends, or it could be a place the characters 
discover along the way. Additional Locations can be scanned in at any time, but the 
first Location may be significant for the season’s story.

BOSS
A confrontation with the Boss stands between the players and their goals for 
the episode. In some playsets, Bosses also have character sheets, which include 
Backstories, Talents, Flaws, and sometimes Assets. The Boss could kickoff the 
adventure, be present throughout, or only be revealed at the end.

ADDING PLAYERS AND CHARACTERS

After creating a season, the storyteller can invite up to as many players as they’d 
like within the season. Choose to invite a player or create a local character.

INVITE BY USERNAME
If the player has their own device with the Weave app and has created an account, 
you can invite them to the season by typing their username. The player will receive 
an in-app invitation and can use their device to create their character. When 
completed, the character will also be visible on the storyteller’s screen. 

Sometimes it’s best to adapt your original plan. In a 
storytelling game, it’s important to reward players for 
their choices and make those choices matter. Often, 

the best seasons are full of surprises for both you and 
your players.

TIPS FOR RUNNING WEAVE
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CREATE A LOCAL CHARACTER
Alternatively, if the player does not have their own device, the storyteller can create 
a character for them. The player can still create the character, but it will only be 
accessible from the storyteller’s device.

CREATING A CHARACTER

Once you accept an invite to a season, you begin character creation. Follow 
the prompts in the app. You’ll begin by selecting a Core Suit to represent your 
character’s strengths. Then scan four Story cards drawn from the Story deck to see 
options for Backstories, Talents, Flaws, and Assets. Select one option from each Story 
card, name your character, and you’re ready to begin playing Weave!

CORE SUIT
Start building your character by selecting your Core Suit–Flames, Brooks, Gales, 
or Stones. The suit you select becomes your character’s Core Suit. A Core Suit 
determines the character’s natural strengths. You can read more about what each 
suit represents in the app before making your selection.

BACKSTORIES
Backstories provide defining moments in a characters life. When woven together, 
multiple Backstories can determine a character’s history. Backstories determine the 
number of dice you will role for Challenges of each suit. Scan your first Story card 
and select one Backstory for your character.

We recommend starting with four players, but Weave 
can be played one-on-one or with any number of 
players. You can invite as many players as you’d 

like to your game, but the game may become more 
challenging to manage if you have 6 or more players 

at your table..

MORE THAN FOUR PLAYERS
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TALENTS
Talents are a character’s innate abilities. Talents may be used in or out of combat in 
any number of creative ways. Talents each have a type of mechanic, and sometimes 
a Trigger, that affect gameplay. Scan your second Story card and select one Talent 
for your character.

FLAWS
Flaws are negative aspects of a character. Flaws each have mechanics that may 
negatively affect a character’s actions. Players are encouraged to use their Flaws for 
storytelling moments during the game. Scan your third Story card and select a Flaw 
for your character.

ASSETS
Assets are props or resources–anything that may be of use to character. Assets 
could be items, weapons, vehicles, companions, or contacts. Scan in your final Story 
card and select an Asset for your character.

COMPLETING A CHARACTER
The last thing you’ll need to do is name your character. You may also choose 
to make note of the four Story cards you used to create your character so you 
can refer. Once you have completed your character, hand all cards back to 
the storyteller.

USING A CHARACTER SHEET

Character sheets are visible to the player who created them and the storyteller for 
the season. While players can only access their own character sheet, the storyteller 
can reference the sheets for every character in the season. The sections on a 
character sheet include the dice bonus from Backstories, Strikes and Wounds, and a 
character’s chosen qualities. 

BACKSTORY DICE POOL
The dice bonus backstories add to a character’s dice pool are listed at the top of 
the character sheet. The base dice pool for any Challenge is three. A character’s 
dice bonus can be added to the base pool for Challenges matching that suit.

STRIKES
A Strike track is placed beneath the suit bonuses. You can mark Strikes your 
character has received from Challenge rolls on this track until you reach 10. After 
you’ve reached 10, Strikes do not roll over–you’ll mark a Wound and start marking 
the track on your next roll. Strikes on the track are removed at the beginning of a 
new scene.
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WOUNDS
Once you reach 10 Strikes, you’ll mark a Wound to your character. Wounds are 
designated by heart symbols below the Strike track. Wounds may not be physical 
in nature, depending on the story and playset, but they fundamentally affect a 
character’s ability. The total dice in your pool will drop by the number of Wounds 
you have. When you reach three Wounds, your character becomes somehow unable 
to continue in the scene. You and the storyteller can decide why this happens.

CHARACTER QUALITIES
The Backstories, Talents, Flaws, and Assets–and Signature Move, which a character 
will eventually obtain–are a character’s qualities. They are listed individually by 
quality type. Clicking on a quality will expand its description. Clicking the “+” button 
on qualities will expand any additional details of a quality, including their tags, 
mechanics, and Triggers.

MECHANICS

Mechanics are the effect a Talent, Flaw, or Asset has on gameplay. Mechanics have 
three types: Passive, Standard, and Lucky. While Passive Mechanics may apply to the 
game at any time, both Standard and Lucky Mechanics must be activated before 
they are applied in gameplay. Not all playsets currently accommodate this update, 
but they will be updated with these mechanics on a rolling basis.

TRIGGERS
Triggers potentially make qualities more powerful or more dangerous–they can have 
positive or negative effects. A Trigger requirement of two or three additional suit 
symbols may be noted on a quality. If the Trigger requirement is met on the roll to 
activate the quality, the Trigger effect also activates. Weave symbols rolled do not 
count toward the Trigger requirement, the symbols must match exactly.

PASSIVE MECHANICS
Passive Mechanics are always available to a character without an activation 
roll. Their mechanic can be used whenever it is applicable to gameplay. Passive 
Mechanics cannot have Triggers.

STANDARD MECHANICS 
Standard Mechanics must be activated by passing a Challenge. Standard Mechanics 
may have powerful, difficult-to-accomplish Triggers. Weave symbols may be rerolled 
to meet a Standard Mechanic Trigger requirement, but do not count as successes 
towards it. Once the Challenge has been passed, and potentially the Trigger 
requirement met, the mechanics can be applied to gameplay.
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LUCKY MECHANICS
Lucky Mechanics must also be activated by passing a Challenge. Lucky Mechanics 
always have Triggers that may amplify the effect of the quality. Both Weave and 
Strike symbols may be rerolled to meet a Lucky Trigger requirement. Once the 
Challenge has been passed, and potentially the Trigger requirement met, the 
mechanics can be applied to gameplay.

CHARACTER LEVELING

Characters begin at Level One with one Backstory, one Talent, one Flaw, and one 
Asset. Leveling can be done at a pace that works best with your season: every 
episode, every other episode, at landmark story moments, etc. Characters reach their 
maximum potential at level eleven.

THE LEVEL UP BUTTON
At the start of a new episode, the storyteller can access individual character sheets 
within their season and scroll down to select the Level Up button. Players can then 
accept the Level Up, scan in a Story card, and select the qualities they receive at 
their new level. The Level Up button can only be used once per episode–becoming 
unavailable after use until the start of a new episode. 

SIGNATURE MOVE
A Signature Move is an extremely powerful ability–a character’s strongest move. 
Characters gain their first Signature Move at level seven. A Signature move can only 
be used once per episode.

When leveling up, players may choose to scan in one of the four 
cards they used for character creation or scan in an all-new Story 
card. Storytellers may have a preference for which type of leveling 
they prefer to use in their games. Players who scan cards from their 

character creation may have more consistent character qualities, while 
players who scan all-new cards may have more variety.

NOTE ON CHARACTER LEVELING
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LEVEL BONUSES

Base level. All characters start here.

At level two, the player scans in a Story card and selects one 
new BACKSTORY for their character.

At level eight, the player scans in a Story card and selects one 
new BACKSTORY for their character.

At level nine, the player scans in a Story card and selects one 
new TALENT for their character.

At level ten, the player scans in a Story card and selects one 
new TALENT for their character.

At level three, the player scans in a Story card and selects one 
new TALENT for their character.

At level six, the player scans in a Story card and selects one 
new TALENT for their character.

At level seven, the player scans in a Story card and selects one 
SIGNATURE MOVE for their character.

At level eleven, the player scans in a Story card and selects 
one new SIGNATURE MOVE for their character.

At level four, the player scans in a Story card and selects one 
new BACKSTORY for their character.

At level five, the player scans in a Story card and selects one 
new TALENT and one new FLAW for their character.
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PLAYING WEAVE

STARTING AN EPISODE

When beginning a new episode, remember to separately shuffle both the Challenge 
deck and the Story deck and to scan in three Story cards drawn from the Story 
deck to establish the episode’s Theme, Location, and Boss for your first episode. 
Once you’ve scanned the cards, place them facedown on the table in front of you. 
These three cards represent the episode and will be the foundation for a tarot-style 
spread you will create as you play through your story.

THE STORYTELLER’S HAND
Before the episode begins, the storyteller draws four Challenge cards from the 
Challenge deck and two Story cards from the Story deck, creating the Storyteller’s 
Hand. The storyteller uses this hand to create Challenges for the characters and add 
new Story elements like Locations, Subplots, or NPCs during the episode. After a 
card is played, the storyteller draws a new card from the appropriate deck to refill 
their Hand.

INTRODUCING THE CHARACTERS
If this is the first episode of the season, each player should take turns introducing 
their character. This can include their name, Backstories, Talents, and Flaws, as 
well as other character or physical traits the player has decided. While players 
are describing their characters, the storyteller should ask if and how each of the 
characters know each other.

LEVELING UP
At the start of a new episode, the storyteller can begin the leveling process by 
selecting the Level Up button on individual character sheets.

EPISODE RECAP
If this is the second or later episode in a season, the storyteller may ask players to 
recap what happened in the last episode before starting the new one. The storyteller 
can ask additional prompting questions to help remind players of characters they 
met, of challenges they overcame, and where the last episode ended.

The player can decide how much they would like to share about their 
character—they may wish to keep some elements secret. These elements 
should be discussed with the storyteller so they can be woven into the 
story of a season. You can also try describing characters only once 

they’ve been introduced in the episode narrative.

INTRODUCING CHARACTERS
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THE FIRST SCENE
The storyteller will start the episode with an opening scene. In the opening scene, 
begin the episode’s story. The opening scene may use the Location Story card from 
the foundation as the setting, may narratively introduce the characters, or establish 
the Theme from the foundation. 

PLAYING A SCENE

Scenes are moments in the story that help build toward the resolution. Scenes tend 
to change when the location changes, a new obstacle is presented, or when it feels 
most natural for the story. Adding additional scenes drives the story forward.

CREATING A SPREAD
During a scene, the storyteller may play a Challenge from their Hand for players to 
overcome or a Story card to add a new element to the story. These cards can be 
placed face up on the table as they are played to create a tarot-style spread for 
the scene. At the end of a scene, any Challenge or Story cards that were played, 
except the foundation, should be shuffled back into their respective decks.

RESOLVING A SUBPLOT
If during a scene, the player’s resolve a Subplot that was introduced by the 
storyteller, the players may draw a Challenge card from the top of the Challenge 
deck. If only one player is involved in resolving the subplot, only that player will draw 
a Challenge card. This card can be redeemed on Challenges like any Challenge card 
received from Enticements.

The player can decide how much they would like to share about their 
character—they may wish to keep some elements secret. These elements 
should be discussed with the storyteller so they can be woven into the 
story of a season. You can also try describing characters only once 

they’ve been introduced in the episode narrative.

PLACING A SPREAD
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STORY CARD QUALITIES

Story cards contain various story qualities a storyteller can be scanned in and 
introduced to the scene. The storyteller should always have two Story cards in 
their Hand. When you narratively need a story quality, you can select a card from 
your Hand or let one of the players choose. The qualities on Story cards include 
Locations, NPCs, Enemies, Subplots, and Assets.

LOCATION
A scene generally takes place in a single Location, but additional Locations can 
help advance the story. Usually, the characters will move to a new Location after 
completing a scene.

NPC
An NPC, which stands for Non-Player Character, is a character that is played by the 
storyteller. NPCs can communicate information with the characters, aid them in their 
endeavors, or provide an obstacle to overcome.

ENEMY
Enemies, also played by the storyteller, can add complexity to the story, but they 
don’t need to be related to the episode Theme or Boss. Challenges or combat are 
usually required to circumvent or overcome Enemies.

SUBPLOT
Subplots add depth to an episode, throwing a wrench into the characters’ plans or 
opening a window of opportunity to progress into the next scene. Subplots range 
from narrative obstacles, secondary plot points, or large-scale events impacting the 
characters’ progress.

ASSETS
Whether for fun or a functional purpose, Assets are props or resources the 
characters can use. They may be additional inventory, important to overcome a 
Challenge or somehow central to the plot.

CHALLENGE CARDS AND TYPES

Challenge cards are played whenever characters are facing difficult obstacles or 
attempting difficult tasks. The storyteller should always have four Challenge cards 
in their Hand. Challenges are played in one of four suits. Each suit represents a 
different type of Challenge the characters may face and the associated actions they 
may attempt. 
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LEVELED CHALLENGES
Challenge cards have three levels: Two, Three, and Four. The higher the level, the 
more difficult a Challenge will be for the player to overcome. The difficulty of the 
Challenge should narratively match the Challenge Level. If a Storyteller does not 
have a card in their Hand with a fitting suit or level, they can issue a Challenge 
Level One.

CORE CHALLENGES
Core Challenges are a quick and simple way to determine success or failure. All 
Core Challenges have a Challenge Level of one, and Strikes rolled in them are not 
marked against a player. 

Flames represents mental Challenges, 
like knowledge, memory, or intelligence. 
You may play Flames Challenges when 
a character needs to use magic, recall 
important information, or accomplish a 
focused mental task.

FLAMES

Stones represents physical Challenges, 
like constitution, athletics, or endurance. 
You may play Stones Challenges when 
a character needs to lift something 
heavy, physically exert themselves, or 
withstand difficult conditions.

STONES

Gales represents reaction Challenges, 
like perception, agility, and dexterity. 
You may play Gales Challenges when a 
character is dodging an attack, moving 
quickly, or being stealthy.

GALES

Brooks represents social Challenges, 
like charisma, charm, or presence. 
You may play Brooks Challenges 
when a character is using deception, 
persuasion, or insight or trying to 
achieve a goal using their personality.

BROOKS
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The storyteller determines which Challenge card from their Hand best fits the 
narrative situation and plays the card face up in the spread. Players must roll to 
beat the Challenge Level listed on the card. If the storyteller has no cards that fit 
the Challenge in their Hand, the Challenge Level is set to one, and the player and 
storyteller can narratively decide why the Challenge may be easier. 

NEGOTIATING THE CHALLENGE SUIT
Once a Challenge has been established, the player has the chance to negotiate the 
suit of the Challenge. If the player describes how their character could perform the 
action using a different suit, and the storyteller agrees, the Challenge suit changes. 
However, the Storyteller can disagree about changing the suit and explain how 
the nature of the challenge best fits the original suit. The choice to change the suit 
or keep the original suit should always be made to further the story and create 
interesting character moments. 

GATHERING DICE FOR THE CHALLENGE
For each Challenge, a player starts with a base pool of three dice. Players gain one 
die for each of their Backstories that correspond to that Challenge Suit and one 
additional die if the Challenge matches a character’s Core Suit. These dice bonuses 
are calculated and listed by each suit at the top of a player’s character sheet. The 
player gathers their base pool of dice, adds any bonus dice for that suit, and rolls 
the total number.

PASSING A CHALLENGE
When a player rolls their dice pool for a Challenge, they count successes for each 
symbol matching the Challenge suit and each Weave symbol. The player may then 
reroll any dice showing the Weave symbol, adding additional successes, until no 
more Weave symbols remain. Once the player has finished rolling and rerolling, if 
their total number of successes is equal to or greater than the Challenge Level, the 
player passes the Challenge.

MARKING STRIKES
A player should also count any Strike symbols rolled during their Challenge. They’ll 
mark the total number of Strikes in the track on their character sheet. 

EPIC PASS
If the total number of successes from a dice roll is two or more successes higher 
than the Challenge Level, the roll is considered an epic pass. The player and the 
storyteller can discuss and agree how this success narratively goes above and 
beyond a normal success.

EPIC FAIL
If the total number of successes from a dice roll is at least two below the Challenge 
Level, the roll is considered an epic fail. The player marks one wound on their 
character sheet.

CHALLENGES
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AUTO PASS
If Challenge cards in the Storyteller’s Hand don’t fit the current scene, the storyteller 
may allow a player to automatically pass a Challenge. The storyteller then discards 
any number of Challenge cards from their Hand and draws the same number of 
cards from the Challenge deck.

TAKING A CHALLENGE AS A STORYTELLER
During a scene, the storyteller may have an NPC or enemy beat a Challenge to 
accomplish their actions. When a Storyteller issues a Challenge, they announce 
what a character is attempting to do and the Challenge suit. The storyteller rolls 
an appropriate dice pool for that character and determines successes and Strikes 
as normal.

STRIKES, WOUNDS, AND HEALING

Strikes can be accumulated from Strike symbols being rolled during Challenges. 
Strikes eventually become Wounds, and Wounds negatively impact a character’s 
ability until they are healed.

RECEIVING STRIKES
Challenges can have consequences. For each Strike rolled during a Challenge, the 
player marks a Strike on their character sheet. While Strikes can be physical damage, 
they can also take the form of insecurities, distractions, or anything that best suits the 
story.  

RECEIVING WOUNDS
Once a player has marked 10 Strikes, they mark one Wound on their character sheet. 
Wounds affect a player’s dice pool. For each Wound a character has taken, they 
must remove a die from their total pool when rolling for any Challenge. Strikes are 
cleared when a scene ends, but a Wound will stay with a character until they find a 
way to heal themselves.

THREE WOUNDS
Once a character has received three Wounds, they become unable to continue in 
the current scene. The player and the storyteller can decide narratively why this 
happens. At least one Wound must be healed for that character to continue in the 
season–if that character continues in the season.

HEALING
Wounds can only be removed if a character is healed. Methods of healing can be 
narratively introduced by the Storyteller or suggested by the players. The storyteller 
may issue a Challenge when characters try to heal a Wound. Some Talents or Assets 
in a playset may offer healing features or a bonus on Challenges to heal.
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CORE CHALLENGES

Core Challenges can be issued in situations where the success of an action is 
not guaranteed, but the stakes are not high enough to require a Challenge. Core 
Challenges are also useful when you want to quickly issue a low-stakes Challenge 
to all the players at once. Storytellers may issue a Core Challenge anytime, without 
playing a card from their Hand.

CORE CHALLENGES AND NORMAL CHALLENGES
Like normal Challenges, the base dice pool for a Core Challenge is three. Unlike 
normal Challenges, only one die can be added if a character’s Core Suit matches 
the suit of the Core Challenge. Dice pools for Core Challenges will only ever consist 
of three or four dice. Also unlike normal Challenges, Strikes rolled do not count 
against the character.

CORE CHALLENGES FOR MULTIPLE PLAYERS
If multiple players roll for the same Core Challenge, an order can be determined 
by whomever rolled the highest number of successes. Ties go to whomever has the 
most successes that match the Core Challenge suit. If a tie persists, the order can be 
decided through discussion. 

PASSING A CORE CHALLENGE
The level of a Core Challenge is always Challenge Level One. Core Challenges 
should be used to help set the scene rather than to resolve a dramatic moment. 
Success in a Core Challenge should result in progress for the character, possibly 
gaining them a narrative advantage. Failing a Core Challenge should result in the 
character missing an opportunity, possibly placing them at a narrative disadvantage. 

COMMON USES FOR A CORE CHALLENGE
Most commonly, Core Challenges are used to activate Talents. However, Core 
Challenges may also be issued for numerous other reasons. Gales Core Challenges 
may determine turn order in combat or test a character’s perception. Flames 
Core Challenges may test a character’s ability to recall information. Brooks Core 
Challenges may involve testing a characters willpower. Stones Core Challenges may 
involve testing a character’s constitution.
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ENCOUNTERS

Encounters are fast-paced moments that requires players to act in a turn order. 
Encounters can be combat, quick-response events, negotiation, or more. Each 
player’s turn includes two actions that could be completed in approximately 10 
seconds.

DETERMINING TURN ORDER
The player who’s character caused or started the encounter may take an initial turn. 
After their actions, the storyteller issues a Core Challenge to determine turn order. 
While Gales is the most common suit for turn order, the suit of the Core Challenge 
may vary depending on the type of encounter. In the event of a persistent tie, the 
players and storyteller should discuss and agree on the order, with the storyteller 
having final say.

TAKING AN ACTION
A character can make two actions in their turn that take approximately 10 seconds in 
total to complete. Activating a Talent, using an Asset, and moving are all considered 
actions. Players may also discuss taking additional, creative actions that are not 
specified. The storyteller may also issue Challenges for additional actions.

USING TALENTS AS ACTIONS
Standard or Lucky Talents can be activated by rolling the assigned Core Challenge 
according to the Talent’s mechanic type. If successful, the Talent’s mechanic is 
applied to the gameplay. If a roll also meets a Talent’s Trigger requirements, the 
Trigger mechanic is also applied. The Trigger is automatically included with the Talent 
action.

USING ASSETS AS ACTIONS
Because Assets are not innate abilities, using an Asset requires a Challenge to 
determine its success. On a pass, the Assets mechanic is applied to the gameplay. 
The more successes rolled in the Challenge may impact how successful the Asset will 
be. Remember to mark any Strikes rolled.

NON-PLAYER ACTIONS
The storyteller controls actions for NPCs, enemies, and the environment. The 
storyteller can describe these actions in between player actions. These actions are 
handled the same way as any player actions.

ENDING AN ENCOUNTER
An encounter ends when a resolution is reached or an outcome has been 
determined for each character or event in the scene.
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COMBAT

Combat is a type of encounter that involves fighting. In a combat encounter, all 
players and Enemies will roll a Core Challenge to determine turn order. Combat 
follows most of the same rules as any other encounter.

ATTACKING
As an action, a player may choose to perform an attack. Players choose how they 
will make their attack and choose a target in an appropriate range band. Making 
an attack using an Asset requires a Challenge to determine its success. An attack 
using a Talent follows Talent mechanics. 

COMBAT CHALLENGES
The storyteller issues combat Challenges when a player makes an attack. The 
storyteller does not need to play a card from their Hand to issue a combat 
Challenge.

COMBAT CHALLENGE SUIT
The suit for a combat Challenge is determined by the storyteller based on which suit 
best fits the action the player wishes to take. As with normal Challenges, the player 
may negotiate the suit of the Challenge with the storyteller.

COMBAT CHALLENGE LEVEL 
The level for a combat Challenge is determined by contesting dice pools for the 
suit matching the Challenge. The Challenge Level begins at zero. The level number 
is raised equal to the target’s dice bonus for the Challenge suit. The player’s dice 
bonus then contests the target’s, lowering the Challenge level number equal to the 
player’s dice bonus. If the final result for the Challenge Level is equal to or below 
zero, issue it as a Challenge Level One.

PASSING A COMBAT CHALLENGE
The player rolls their full dice pool for the suit matching the Challenge. On a pass, 
the attack will deal at least one Strike to the target. Each success rolled beyond the 
requirement to pass the Challenge Level also deals a damaging Strike to the target. 
Add the additional effects or Strikes dealt by the Asset’s mechanic. Remember to 
mark the Strike track with any Strikes rolled during the challenge.

MOVEMENT
As one of the actions on their turn, a player may choose to move closer to or 
farther from an Enemy. A single-action movement allows a player to move one 
range band. A double-action movement allows them to move two range bands.

RANGE BANDS
Range bands are a flexible framework used to communicate the distances between 
characters, objects, and Enemies. Weave uses three range bands: Melee Range, 
Short Range, and Long Range. Characters within Melee Range are close enough to 
use close combat weapons to attack a target. Characters within Short Range are 
at an optimal range to attack a target with most ranged weapons. Characters at 
Long Range are outside the optimal range for most weapons and will have to move 
closer to attack a target.
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ENTICEMENTS

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Enticements offer rich narrative moments that also include gameplay benefits. 
Enticements are both a reward for a player who leans into their flaws and an 
opportunity for the storyteller to add drama to the plot. 

PLAYING AN ENTICEMENT
Enticements can be played by the storyteller after a player announces their intent 
for an action but before the action resolves. The storyteller selects a Flaw from the 
character and explains why it could negatively affect the outcome. Then, they select 
a Challenge card of any suit or level from their Hand and place it face down. The 
player has a choice: accept the enticement and fail their action or try to resist it and 
continue their action.

ACCEPTING AN ENTICEMENT
If the player accepts the enticement, the Challenge immediately fails without any 
strikes or consequences. The character receives the Challenge card, which can be 
redeemed in any future action.

REFUSING AN ENTICEMENT
If a player refuses the enticement, the storyteller flips over the face down Challenge 
card to reveal the Challenge suit and level. The player must pass a Challenge 
roll against the enticement card before rolling against the initial Challenge. If the 
enticement Challenge roll is passed, the character succeeds in overcoming the 
enticement, then rolls against the initial Challenge as normal.

REDEEMING ENTICEMENTS
Players can redeem Challenge cards from enticements to lower the level of a 
matching suit Challenge by the level on the enticement card. Once used, the player 
hands the Challenge cards back to the Storyteller to be discarded.

Learn more about Weave gameplay, development, and upcoming releases in the 
Monocle Society diary at weave.game. Follow @monoclesociety across social media 
for regular Weave-related posts. Connect, chat, and play with other players and 
storytellers in our Weave community Discord server.
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